Engineering Students Taking 100% Non-Engineering Courses

It is the policy of the School of Engineering that engineering students must be registered for courses in a program leading to a degree offered by this School. Students who wish to transfer to the College of Arts and Science or Peabody College and are unable to do so because of insufficient credit hours or grade point average are allowed to register for 100% non-engineering program courses for one semester. After that one semester, they must choose between transferring, resuming the engineering program, or leaving Vanderbilt. Only in exceptional circumstances will other arrangements be made.

The student wishing to take non-engineering courses only is to request permission to do so by letter. The letter should state the reason for the request and carry the advisor's endorsement.

Engineering students wishing to take all of their courses outside the School of Engineering must have prior approval, except for students in programs in Engineering Science which normally require a large number of non-engineering courses.